Abstract. This paper concerns determination of a convex bodies by values of +00--00-and i-chord functions. We prove that any at least two-dimensional convex body is not determined by values of -oo-chord functions at any two internal points. We also present some positive results on determination of convex bodies using -00-or +oo-chord function at one point and ¿-chord function at other one.
Introduction
This paper contains some results in geometric tomography. It concerns chord functions. Let K be a convex body, i.e. convex compact set with nonempty interior. In the case when 0 G int-K" values of ¿-chord function for i € R of K are sums of i-th powers of values of radial functions of the body K and -K. In 1999 A. Soranzo generalized this definition to the case i = ±00 (see [7] ). The +00-and -oo-chord functions of K are, respectively, maxima and minima of radial functions of K and -K. Natural question arose: when a convex body is uniquely determined by values of ±oo-chord functions at chosen internal points (see Section 2) .
In this article we use chord functions at one or two internal points. We prove that it is impossible to determine at least two-dimensional strictly convex body by values of -oo-chord function at two internal points. Note that by Theorem 2.3 in [7] in the case of +oo-chord function for every convex body there exists a pair of internal points such that the body considered is determined uniquely. We prove some results concerning ¿-chord function and j-chord function at two different points, where i ^ j. We also present an example showing that it is possible to determine at least two-dimensional simplex by values of +oo-chord function at one point, up to central symmetry.
Let K be a convex body containing points p\,..., pk in its interior and let ¿i,... ,ifc € i?U {±00}. Then we say that ¿¿-chord functions at points p t determine the body K uniquely if the implication Proof. If n = 1, then K is a segment. Let pi and P2 be its (distinct) endpoints, and let p + := |pi + and p~ := + |p2-It is easy to see that K is uniquely determined by its +00-and -oo-chord functions at p + and p~ respectively. Now let n > 2. Let v\ be an exposed point of K. There exists a hyperplane M supporting K at v\ such that M D K = {ui}. and that the line L orthogonal to M and passing through v\ intersects intK. Let V2 be the other endpoint of K fl L. Let y be a point of L\ [fi, such that d{y,v 1) < i,V2). Let B be the intersection of dK with the union of all hyper-planes passing through y and supporting K\ B is a closed set. Let p
It is easy to see that d(B,M) < d (vi,v2) . It means that d(vi,p~) = \d(B, M) < ^d(v 1,^2). Let if be a convex body such that H and K have have equal +00-and -oo-chord functions at p + and p~ respectively. Obviously
Let us assume that n -2. In this case the set dK fl da p + (K) consists of exactly two points, say q\ and <72-Let y' be the only point of L n(d<7 p+ (K)\K). The arc da p + (K) \ intK is divided by y' into two closed arcs. Let Ai be the one containing point q\ and let A2 be the other one. Let us notice that <71,(72 Let us notice that dKf]intcr p + (K) C dKnvnta p -(K) which by (1) and (3) implies dK = (dK n a p + (K)) U (dK \ a p+ (K)) C H. By convexity of the set H it follows
Let us suppose that there exists r € (dKr\inta p -(K)) DintH. Since r € intc p -(K) we have a p -(r) € intK C intH. Thus 
By (3) and (5) 
If n > 2 then the same arguments holds for any intersection of K with a plane containing L. But if any intersection is determined then the whole body is determined. • 4. REMARK. Lemma 2.7 in [7] says that for any strictly convex body
Here is a counterexample. Let K be any planar strictly convex body. Fix three distinct points q^ 1 < j < 3, on the boundary of K, let Fj, 1 < j < 3, be the components of K \ conv(qi,q2, <73), and put Kj -cl(K \ Fj).
The proof of Theorem 2.9 of [7] was based on that lemma, nevertheless the statement of that theorem is true, as it is shown by the more general Theorem 6. Let us first prove the following lemma. Proof. To obtain contradiction, we suppose that A ^ B U C. Of course A D B U C. We shall consider two cases. 
Let 
Thus diam(V(C)), diam(V(B)) < di,a,m(S n 1 ). So by Borsuk Theorem [1] their union is not 5 n_1 , contrary to (6). Case 2: dA £ B U C. Let q e dA\(Bl)C).
Any point of dconv(B U C) belongs to dB or belongs to dC or belongs to a proper segment joining a point of dB and a point of dC. Thus, since q does not belong to B U C, it belongs to a proper segment joining a point of dB and a point of dC, which by strict convexity of A is impossible. • 6. THEOREM. Let n > 2 and let K be a strictly convex n-dimensional body. Then K is not uniquely determined by -oo-chord functions at any two points ofintK.
Proof. Let us suppose, by contradiction, that K is a strictly convex body in ]R n uniquely determined by -oo-chord functions at two points p,q E intK. Without loss of generality we may assume that p ^ q. Let L be the line passing through p and q. Obviously
has the same -oo-chord function at p as K, so as a consequence of (9) we get
,q = P-oo,K,qWe assumed that K is uniquely determined, whence by (10) and (11)
The sets K fl a p (K) and K D a q {K) are strictly convex bodies, and thus by Lemma 5
Let us suppose that a p (K) n a q (K) = 0. By strict convexity of K, the set H fl a p (K) consists of exactly one point, the point x. Moreover Since q -pis parallel to H it follows that H -H + 2 (q -p) and
On the other side, (16) x€HD(7 p {K)r\(7 q {K)
= (H n a p {K)) n (H n a q (K)) = {x} n {x + 2(qp)}.
We conclude x = x + 2(q -p), so q = p, which is a contradiction. Let A := max{d(y, H) : y € a p (K) D P} and let H' C P be the hyperplane (parallel to H) such that d(H, H') = |A. Let P' C P be the halfspace such that dP' = H'. Obviously cr p {K) fl intP' ^ 0. It follows that K na p (P') = a p (a p (K) n P') ± 0. By (13) we get (17) K n a p {P') C {a p {K) n a p {P')) U (cr q {K) D a p {P')).
Let us notice that
(18) d(a p (P'),L) = d{P',L) = d
(H', L) = d(HH) + d(H, L) = \A + d(x, L).
Thus by the definition of x for any y 6 a p (K)
(19) (a P (K) n<T p (P')) n (a q (K) f\c p {P')) = (a p (K) f\u q {K))f\a p {P') = 0.
Moreover all the three sets mentioned in (17) are intersections of closed convex sets. Thus they are closed and connected. By (19) we conclude that there are two possibilities: K n cr P (P') C (t P {K) fl A P {P') or K (~\ a P (P') C <R q (K) fl <J P (P'). Without loss of generality we may assume that
which implies
In a similar way we can prove that K fl P' C c p {K) fl P' or K fl P' C o q (K) DP'. By (21) we obtain a p {K) DP' CKnP', thus 0 ^ a p (K) HP' = (a p (K) n P') n (I< n P'), and
Inclusions (21) and (22) K n a p (P') = <J p (K) n a p {P') = A P (K n P'). By equalities (23) and (24) = p-00 ,K,p( u )-Case 2: {p\,p2} fl P' / 0. We may assume that p\ € P', then P2 £ P'. In this case also one of the points p\, p' 2 belongs to P'. Without loss of generality we may assume that p\ € P' which implies p' 2 ^ P'. By assumption p\ 6 P', we have p\ € K fl (P' U a p (P')) which by (25) which contradicts (30). Then P2 € H.
((Kr\a p (P'))u(KnP')) = * p (Kn(P'Ua p (P'))). Let K' be a convex body such that (26) K'\P' = K\P' and
In a similar way we can prove that pz r .. ,p n +i G H, which by convexity of K means that K C H. By (2) (P2)) = A. We know that 0-p+(a2) G Op+(P 2 ) which implies that d(<x p +(a 2 ),p) > A. By p iiKtP = p iiH<P and (33) we obtain a p+ (a 2 ) ^ dH. Thus a 2 G dH. Hence dl< n P 2 C dH. Let u G 5 n_1 . Since p G P 2 the line passing through p and parallel to u has a nonempty intersection with dK fl P2. It means that px, P (u) = pn, P (u) or pK, P (- 
Final remarks
Let us first consider Theorem 10. One of the natural questions is if we do need to assume that maximum length cord intersects interior of K. Next one is if it is possible to weaken the assumption i > 1.
Another open problem is if it is possible to replace +00-or -oo-chord functions in Theorems 3, 6, 8, 9 and 10 by respectively -00-or +oo-chord functions. It is an open problem if the -oo-chord function in Theorem 3 can be replaced by a +oo-chord function, allowing to consider two +00-chord functions; nevertheless, the comparison of Theorems 3 and 6 seems to suggest that +oo-chord functions give more information about convex bodies than -oo-chord functions.
